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Increased frontal brain activation during walking while dual tasking: an fNIRS study in healthy young adults
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Abstract

Background: Accumulating evidence suggests that gait is influenced by higher order cognitive and cortical control mechanisms. Recently, several studies used functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to examine brain activity during walking, demonstrating increased oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2) levels in the frontal cortex during walking while subjects completed a verbal cognitive task. It is, however, still unclear whether this increase in activation was related to verbalization, if the response was specific to gait, or if it would also be observed during standing, a different motor control task. The aim of this study was to investigate whether an increase in frontal activation is specific to dual tasking during walking.

Methods: Twenty-three healthy young adults (mean 30.9 ± 3.7 yrs, 13 females) were assessed using an electronic walkway. Frontal brain activation was assessed using an fNIRS system consisting of two probes placed on the forehead of the subjects. Assessments included: walking in a self-selected speed; walking while counting forward; walking while serially subtracting 7s (Walking+S7); and standing while serially subtracting 7s (Standing+S7). Data was collected from 5 walks of 30 meters in each condition. Twenty seconds of quiet standing before each walk served as baseline frontal lobe activity. Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (RM ANOVA) tested for differences between the conditions.

Results: Significant differences were observed in HbO2 levels between all conditions (p = 0.007). HbO2 levels appeared to be graded; walking alone demonstrated the lowest levels of HbO2 followed by walking+counting condition (p = 0.03) followed by Walking+S7 condition significantly increased compared to the two other walking conditions (p < 0.01). No significant differences in HbO2 levels were observed between usual walking and the standing condition (p = 0.38) or between standing with or without serial subtraction (p = 0.76).

Conclusions: This study provides direct evidence that dual tasking during walking is associated with frontal brain activation in healthy young adults. The observed changes are apparently not a response to the verbalization of words and are related to the cognitive load during gait.
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Background
The relationship between gait and executive function has been explored using behavioral testing, neuroimaging, and other indirect methods [1-3]. Executive function and attention, cognitive domains that reflect frontal lobe function, are associated with gait performance [4-7]. Slower gait was related to smaller prefrontal volumes in older adults [8,9], and gray matter abnormalities in cognitive regions were associated with gait alterations [10]. Moreover, behavioral studies demonstrate that walking while carrying out a dual task (DT) decreases gait speed and increases dysrhythmia [2,11]. Interestingly, even healthy young adults may slow down when they are asked to walk and perform a relatively challenging secondary DT simultaneously [11]. Findings from these three lines of research all suggest that gait relies on cognitive resources, especially those associated with frontal and pre-frONTAL lobe activation.

Recently several studies used fNIRS to examine brain activity during walking [12,13]. NIRS measures use optical absorption to detect hemodynamic changes in the prefrontal cortex [14], similar to the way that activation is assessed using magnetic resonance imaging. Optodes placed on the surface of the forehead send and receive light (wavelengths 750 to 1000 nm), recording the changes in returning light that has traversed through the skull. The rationale behind fNIRS is that relevant stimuli produces an increase in regional cerebral blood flow due to higher energy demands in “activated” areas, resulting in higher blood oxygenation. Using fNIRS, an increase in oxygenated hemoglobin (HBO2) levels in the frontal cortex was reported during walking while talking in both healthy young and older adults [13]. A similar, but smaller effect was seen in older adults with mild cognitive impairment [12,13]. These changes in HBO2 provide evidence for cortical involvement during dual task gait even in healthy young adults. It is, however, not clear if these HBO2 changes during walking while talking are due to the effect of verbalization, the dual task effect, the demands of gait, or if it simply reflects a process that would also be observed during other motor tasks like standing.

The present study addressed these issues to better understand the dependence of gait on frontal lobe function and the effects of a simple and a more cognitively demanding DT on gait. We hypothesized that frontal lobe activation would be higher during walking with a complex DT, as compared to walking with a simple DT resulting in higher levels of HBO2. In addition we further hypothesized that walking would result in higher HBO2 levels than standing in both simple and complex conditions.

Methods
Participants
Twenty-three healthy young adults (mean 30.9 ± 3.7 yrs; range: 24-38 yrs, 13 females; years of education: 17.7 ± 2.4) were studied. Subjects were included if they were healthy, had no underlying orthopedic or neurological disorders, and were cognitively intact based on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment score (>26) [15]. All participants provided informed written consent as approved by the local ethics committee, the Helsinki committee at Tel Aviv Medical Center.

Procedures
Subjects performed four tasks while instrumented with two fNIRS probes in the following fixed order: 1) walking in a self-selected comfortable speed (usual-walking), 2) walking while counting forward (to control for verbalization and task complexity: walking+counting), 3) walking while serially subtracting 7 s from a pre-defined 3-digit number (a complex DT: walking+S7), and 4) standing in place while serially subtracting (standing+S7). Each walking task consisted of five walks of 30 meters in a stimuli free hallway. The standing task included five S7 intervals of 30 seconds each. There was 20 seconds of quiet standing before and after each of the walking and standing+S7 tasks.

Assessment of frontal lobe function
Frontal brain activation was assessed using an fNIRS system (Artinis, The Netherlands). Subjects were instrumented with two separate pairs of NIRS probes each containing 3 transmitters for a total of 6 channels. The NIRS transmitter and receiver pairs were placed over the left (Fp1) and right (Fp2) frontal cortex regions of the forehead, according to the modified international EEG 10-20 system at a height of 15% of the distance from nasion to inion and at 7% of head circumference from left and right. Micromolar changes in HBO2 and deoxyhaemoglobin (HHb) were determined using received optical densities from two continuous wavelengths of NIR light (760 and 850 nm). Task related changes in HBO2 were evaluated relative to the quiet standing HBO2 level before each task to control for transient effects of the signal [12,13]. For the walking and standing+S7 conditions, the average level of HBO2 during the immediately preceding 20 seconds of quiet standing was subtracted from the levels of HBO2 observed during the task; the average across the 5 repetitions of each task summarized the value in each condition. fNIRS data was recorded continuously at 10 Hz. The NIRS depth signal was determined as half of the distance from transmitter to detector [16]. This depth corresponds to the superficial Brodmann 10 area as determined by a previous MRI (T1 sequence) study in healthy adults in which the location of the fNIRS probes were marked.

Assessment of gait
A sensorized 7 meter carpet (PKMAS) captured individual footfall data (at 120 Hz) to determine spatiotemporal gait characteristics (e.g., gait speed) and stride-to-stride
variability [17,18], a measure of gait inconsistency associated with executive function. Stride time variability was determined using the coefficient of variation (CV).

Data analysis
To eliminate physiologically irrelevant effects, a low-pass filter was applied with a finite impulse response filter, with a cutoff frequency at 0.14 Hz before processing the signals. HbO2 concentration was calculated as the average of the combined 6 channels from both sides of the forehead as no differences were observed between the hemispheres. HbO2 values were chosen to characterize the tasks as they are more reliable and sensitive to locomotion-related cerebral blood flow than HHb values [19]. Continuous Wavelet transform (CWT) is a method of measuring the cross-correlation between 2 time series as a function of frequency, intensity and time of change in the wavelet [20,21]. CWT compared the fNIRS signals during usual-walking and walking+S7 using the wavelet coherence Matlab package [20]. The wavelet coherence was conducted within each condition and then a comparison of wavelet coherence analyses was made between conditions.

HbO2 and the gait data were examined for homogeneity using box and scatter plots; means and standard deviations are presented. Repeated Measures ANOVA was used to assess differences between conditions in HbO2 levels and gait measures. Post-hoc assessment was tested for differences between the tasks in both gait and HbO2. Significance levels were set at 0.05.

Results
As expected, gait speed, stride length and stride time differed between the different walking conditions (p < 0.0001). Gait speed during walking+S7 was slower and gait variability tended to be higher (less consistent) than during usual-walking (Table 1). The number of subtractions completed was similar during walking+S7 and standing+S7 (10.5 ± 0.5 vs.12.0 ± 0.6 respectively; p = 0.91) with a similar number of mistakes (p = 0.89).

HbO2 levels did not differ (p > 0.169) across the repeated tests of quiet standing. Significant differences were observed in HbO2 levels between all task conditions, responding to the complexity of the DT with a graded increase (p = 0.007). Compared to quiet standing, the highest increase was observed during walking+S7, a moderate increase was seen during walking + counting, and the lowest, non-significant increase was observed during usual-walking (see Figure 1A). Compared to the usual-walking task, HbO2 levels increased by 0.15 μM (p = 0.03) during walking+counting and by 0.26 μM in the walking+S7 condition (p = 0.009) (Figure 1A). HbO2 levels also differed between walking+counting and walking+S7 (p = 0.01) and walking+S7 and standing+S7 (p = 0.007) (Figure 1B). No differences were observed in HbO2 levels between the usual-walking condition and standing+S7 (p = 0.38) (Figure 1C) or between standing+S7 and quiet standing (p = 0.76). The spectrogram analysis of the CWT revealed that the frequency and intensity of oxygenation during the walking+S7 task differed from that observed during usual-walking (Figure 2).

Gait speed, stride length and stride time were not correlated with HbO2 levels in any of the walking conditions. During walking+S7, gait variability was inversely associated with HbO2 levels (r = -0.47, p = 0.04). HbO2 levels during this task were also inversely correlated to the number of subtractions that were completed during this walk (r = -0.71, p = 0.011). This association was not observed in the standing+S7 condition (p = 0.53) or the walking+counting condition (p = 0.35). HbO2 levels changed during the tasks and returned to quiet standing levels during the resting period after the tasks (Figure 3), consistent with a physiologic hemodynamic response to a functional task.

Discussion
The current results showed that dual tasking increased brain activation in prefrontal areas during walking in young adults. We observed a graded response as a function of the cognitive demand during walking. Oxygenation levels were higher during walking+counting, compared to usual-walking, and were even higher during walking+S7, a more cognitively demanding, complex DT. In contrast, standing+S7 lead to a decrease in blood oxygenation levels. Taken together, these findings suggest that frontal activation during walking while carrying out a DT is not solely a reflection of verbalization and is very different from the response observed during quiet standing or during standing while DT.

The present findings build on several earlier reports that explored the use of fNIRS to assess DT walking.

Table 1 Gait in the different conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Usual walking</th>
<th>Walking+counting</th>
<th>Walking+S7</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gait speed (m/s)</td>
<td>1.35 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.29 ± 0.15</td>
<td>1.23 ± 0.14*</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride length (m)</td>
<td>1.45 ± 0.12</td>
<td>1.45 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.39 ± 0.11*</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride time (s)</td>
<td>1.09 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.13 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.14 ± 0.07*</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stride time variability (%)</td>
<td>2.35 ± 0.50</td>
<td>2.26 ± 1.28</td>
<td>2.47 ± 1.04</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*significant difference between usual-walking and walking + S7 in post-hoc analysis.
The current results extend the previous findings by demonstrating the impact of the complexity of the DT and, as discussed above, by the increase in blood oxygenation levels in the PFC seen during walking but not standing. The direction of increase of HbO2 between single and DT walking was similar in our study to that observed by Doi et al [12], although the younger participants showed slightly higher baseline levels of activation than the patients with mild cognitive impairment. Thus, it is likely that oxygenation levels in response to a DT during walking may be affected by age and disease, decreasing the initial activation level and limiting the hemodynamic response and the ability of the brain to adapt to complex situations. This is consistent with the hypotheses explaining possible mechanisms of diminished DT performance in older adults [22,23]; future studies should further evaluate these issues.

Figure 1 HbO2 levels (mean±SE are shown) responded with a graded response to task complexity. Compared to quiet standing, the highest increase was observed in the walking+S7 condition, a moderate increase in the walking and counting condition, and the lowest increase in the usual-walking (A). Differences were observed in HbO2 response between DT conditions in standing and walking (B) and between simple counting task in walking and standing (C). P values represent the post-hoc analysis between conditions.

Figure 2 Continuous wavelet transform of time series in different tasks: (Left) usual-walking, (Right) walking+S7. The raw time courses of the task were analyzed in the frequency domain to express the oxygenation response in terms of intensity (concentration of HbO2 levels) and timing (slow or rapid response in HbO2 levels). An inclination towards more oxygenation (represented by warmer colors) was observed around 20-30 frequency seconds in usual-walking, suggesting low frequencies (relatively slow change) in HbO2 signal as compared to quiet standing. In contrast, during walking+S7, a stronger and more rapid oxygenation pattern (represented by warm colors) appears earlier (12-20 frequency seconds), reflecting a quick and intense increase in oxygenation.
One of the novelties of the present findings is that it demonstrates the DT effect is specific to gait, at least as compared to standing. The hemodynamic activation during a relatively complex motor-cognitive task is linked with neurovascular coupling and increased oxyHemoglobin [13,24]. Based on an earlier evaluation of the fNIRS placement using fMRI, the measures of HbO2 in our study are presumed to be generated by blood vessels in the rostral prefrontal cortex (PFC), i.e., Brodmann 10 (BA10). Lesions in the rostral PFC lead to deficits when patients need to coordinate the performance of a number of tasks (multi-tasking), or in ill-structured situations. Multitasking typically involves maintaining superior sub-ordinate goals while performing another task [25-27]. Accordingly, lesions in the rostral PFC manifest as tardiness and disorganization, regardless of intellect and social skills [26-28]. Imaging studies of BA10 observed increased recruitment of the rostral parts of BA10 in multi-tasking conditions compared to a control task [27,29], consistent with the present and previous research in young adults [13,14]. Thus, the current finding of PFC activation during multitasking confirms the relationship between dual tasking and prefrontal lobe function, while also extending it, as detailed further below.

Cognitive distractions interfere with the control of gait and standing posture, perhaps by competing for the same pool of neural resources [4,30,31]. Previous reports on changes in postural control during standing with distractions suggest an impact of the cognitive load on the regulation of postural musculature [32,33]. Interestingly, our findings show that HbO2 levels were not different during quiet standing and usual-walking. Usual-walking apparently does not elicit a large increase in blood oxygenation in the frontal area as this could be considered a relatively simple motor task, at least in healthy young adults. Conversely, HbO2 levels were much higher when the walking task was paired with either simple counting or a more complex DT (S7). Based on these findings, one might conclude that walking itself does not impact HbO2 levels, and the increases during counting and serial subtractions simply reflect the cognitive demands of these two tasks. However, since we observed a decrease in HbO2 during standing+S7, this explanation is most likely incorrect. Rather, it appears that the motor-cognitive demands seen during walking carrying out another task elicit a specific response to DT, while quiet standing does not, even in healthy young adults.

We speculate that the somewhat surprising difference in the frontal activation patterns during walking+S7 and standing+S7 reflects disparities between the control mechanisms of standing balance and walking. Balance control is associated with attention, especially during a DT [34]. Attentional tasks are often associated with the DLPFC and specifically, Brodmann area 9 [35]. On the other hand, walking while dual tasking resulted in higher blood flow and oxygenation in the rostral frontal cortex.
(BA 10), an area which relates more to simultaneous processing of both motor and cognitive functions. Thus, the cognitive components of standing and walking, as reflected in \( \text{HbO}_2 \), are apparently task specific, consistent with a recent behavioral study [32]. Based on this interpretation, one can suggest that oxygenated blood was directed to task areas that were involved in balance during the cognitive task and due to the anatomical location of the DLPFC and the limitation of our measurement tool (assessing only the rostral frontal lobe), this activation was not observed. Another possible explanation could be attributed to the complexity of the combined tasks. Walking requires dynamic stability and control of the center of mass over a narrow base of support whereas standing requires more static balance control. The addition of the same cognitive task to these two motor tasks generated very different responses that may be related to task complexity and specific aspects of motor control. This disparity should be further explored in future studies.

Condition effects were observed in gait speed, stride length and stride time but not in gait variability. This finding coincides with previous reports [3,7,18]. Here we show, for the first time, that gait variability during DT was inversely correlated with \( \text{HbO}_2 \) levels in the walking +S7 condition, indicating higher gait variability with lower \( \text{HbO}_2 \) levels during DT. Executive function has been previously shown to be correlated with gait performance during DT [4]. This association is thought to reflect the complexity of information processing that may be explained by the bottleneck or capacity sharing theories [2,22,23], where the involvement of the two tasks creates a competition for overlapping resources even if performance remains intact and is presumably normal. Subjects in this study performed the cognitive task similarly during standing+S7 and walking+S7 yet the number of subtractions during walking+S7 was highly correlated to \( \text{HbO}_2 \) levels. This inverse correlation indicated that individuals who performed better on the subtraction task or in essence found this task less difficult, had lower \( \text{HbO}_2 \) levels than those who performed less well, who may need to recruit more cognitive resources to perform the task. In contrast, the cognitive task of subtraction did not correlate to oxygenation levels during the standing condition, perhaps because standing is a simpler, less complex task than walking and possibly the control of balance is related to other neural areas thus competition for the same resources might be smaller. This finding highlights the specific and unique relationship between gait and executive function and the increased involvement of overlapping cognitive resources during gait that do not appear in a simpler motor task.

This study has several limitations including the lack of an additional measurement in sitting to further explore the role of balance control and the limitation of our measurement tool. In addition, the order of the tasks was not randomized or counter-balanced which may serve as a limitation in other populations, however, in this young cohort we did not observe fatigue effects and \( \text{HbO}_2 \) levels returned to baseline rapidly which we believe did not interfere with the measurements. The present findings strengthen the evidence from neuro-psychological investigations on the connection between motor and cognitive function during walking in complex situations, while confirming and extending fNIRS studies of walking. The results of the present study could lead to the development of new strategies for training complex situations which are common in everyday life to improve dual tasking abilities [36]. Future studies should use a similar experimental design to assess healthy older adults and individuals with neurodegenerative disorders to assess differences in activation related to aging and disease.
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